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… first-order and
second-order thinking

Becoming a Systemic
Coach
In our previous four White Papers we compared and contrasted
four different perspectives on systemic coaching. First-order

are very much the

systems theories depict organizations as simple systems operating

prevailing philosophies

to straightforward rules. Second-order theories recognize that the

in society today. Many

functioning of organizational systems is ‘complex, problematical and

of your clients think this
way. But so do we all.

mysterious’. Complexity theories encourage us to examine
happening at the micro and macro levels. The meta-systemic
perspective recognises the limitations of the system metaphor and
focusses squarely on the functioning of social networks without
paying too much attention to imaginary organisational boundaries.
Having considered these four perspectives, what can I do if I want to
integrate one or more of these approaches into my coaching
practice?

Introduction
As you reflect on these four different perspectives on ‘systemic’ I urge you not
to merely categorise yourself as one or other. I have spent much of the last
two years socialising these ideas at conferences and webinars. Time and again
people align themselves with one category, often complexity theories. At one
conference an audience member suggested that first-order and second-order
paradigms are now pretty much redundant. At a webinar I was asked whether
the four categories are chronological, such that she could just go straight to the
meta-systemic perspective. To these people I would say that first-order and
second-order thinking are very much the prevailing philosophies in society
today. Many of your clients think this way. Which behoves us to understand
this way of thinking. But so do we all. I will confidently assert that a fly on the
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… from a
complexity
perspective, your
behaviour makes no
sense. You, the
consultant are
making a diagnosis
that has arisen
from your
interactions with
other people. The
diagnosis itself is
part of the system.
It isn’t real.

wall would observe you behaving in a way consistent with first and secondorder approaches. Do you never encourage your client to get to simplify issues
quickly? Do you never encourage a client to come up with a nice simple list of
actions designed to elicit specific outcomes? Do you always, without fail, probe
and explore the impact of the wider network on you and your coachee’s every
thought and behaviour?
If you do identify with one particular theory, and only one theory, then good
for you. Most of us don’t. As a consequence, some authors have come up with
diagnostic frameworks to help us decide what approach to adopt at any point
in the time. For example, the Cynefin framework, or Ralph Stacey’s decision
matrix (see below)i. There is a problem with these frameworks however, which
Stacey himself pointed out. They assume that a leader or coach, indeed
anyone, can stand outside the ‘system’ and make a real and objective
diagnosis. If you subscribe to the complexity or meta-systemic philosophies,
this makes no sense. This was brought home to me one day when talking to a
client who worked for a large public health organisation. I expressed my
enthusiasm for the time I had spent coaching in the organisation, because it
was so wonderfully complex. To which he replied, “It’s not complex, it’s
complicated.” Two perspectives, two truths, neither real.

Stacey Matrix
If you do like these kind of frameworks, then from a complexity perspective,
your behaviour makes no sense. You, the consultant are making a diagnosis that
has arisen from your interactions with other people. The nature of your
diagnosis is an outcome of those conversations. The diagnosis itself is part of the
system. It isn’t real. From a Meta-Systemic perspective of course, that’s OK. We
understand the limitations of these models and we hold our views lightly as a
consequence. But even then - why sign up to these frameworks? Invent your
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Don’t be tempted here to
simply describe yourself as

own.

3Ps

eclectic. There are no Peter Jackson and Tatiana Bachkirova wrote a book chapter called The 3Ps of
supervision and coachingii. It’s a simple model that makes easier the task of
insights to be gained by
defining yourself as coach. You are invited to answer three questions:
suggesting we are equally
1. What is your coaching Philosophy?
influenced by every theory
2. Why do you coach (what is your Purpose)?
and framework with which
3. What is your Process?
we have ever been
presented. Think hard – What is your coaching philosophy?
which ones especially In other words what are your favourite frameworks, theories and models?
Do you know why these particular frameworks, theories and models appeal to
resonated?
you?
Don’t be tempted here to simply describe yourself as eclectic. There are no
insights to be gained by suggesting we are equally influenced by every theory
and framework with which we have ever been presented. Think hard – which
ones especially resonated? And what experiences in your life prepared you to
embrace those particular philosphies?
Why do you coach?
Again, it’s not enough to say something like ‘to make a difference.’ If that is
your answer then ask yourself – to make a difference to who? What
difference? Are you about helping people develop resilience? Or becoming
star performers? Or is your purpose to enhance the effectiveness of groups
and teams? And who do you choose if asked to focus on the needs of the
coachee vs the needs of the client?
What is your process?
What would that fly on the wall say about the way you coach?
How do you coach in different scenarios – with the coachee who wants you
tell them what to do? With the coachee who wants you to teach them new
skills? With the coachee who appears anxious or depressed? Do you bring
other stakeholders into the relationship? If so, how? What techniques do you
deploy?
Thie 3Ps is a holistic model to apply to the whole of your cosching practice.
But we can also apply it specifically to our reflections on systems thinking.
Which systems theories do we think make sense? Remembering we are not
being asked to choose one. How does our choice of frameworks, theories and
models reflect in our purpose for coaching? And what tools and techniques do
we use, or intend to explore?
Notice that particular processes don’t necessarily imply particular
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philosophies. For example, rich picturing is a technique borne of second-order
Constellations work is systems thinking. Groups of people draw a picture of the organisation in cobecoming increasingly creating hypotheses as to its functioning. But we can use the same tehcnique
popular. Asking people to through any theoretical lens. Constellations work is becoming increasingly
create a representation of popular. Asking people to create a representation of the functioning of a
the functioning of a system system is in itself atheoretical. How you specifically use the approach will
is in itself atheoretical. depend on your coaching philosophy.
How you specifically use

Feeding the Ps

the approach will depend Completing your 3Ps is not a one off exercise, not if you are interested in
on your coaching learning and developing. To access new ways of thinking is not a purely
philosophy. intellectual exercise. It’s about learning, translating ideas into practice, and
reflecting on thjose experiences. Here are some things you can do to actively
feed the process:
Read books and go to workshops
In these White Papers we have only lightly skimmed the surface of a body of
work with a history going back almost 100 years. Which theories do you want
to learn more about? Who do you follow in today’s contempoary coaching
conversations about systems and systems thinking? Go to workshops, but
rather than going to a single ‘systemic coaching’ course and following its
recommendations verbatim, go on 20 systemic coaching courses and select
the bits you like best.
Coach differently
Be purposeful and intentional. Try out different stuff. Give it a go. Be bold and
courageous.
Reflect and review
Find a bunch of other coaches interested in travelling the same journey. Every
time you try something different sit and reflect – how did that go? How
easy/hard was it to translate ideas into practice? What went well? What are
you less certain about? What is your renewed intention?
Get supervision
On the basis that cpoching supervision = reflective practice, find a supervisor.
Be strategic in your choice. Choose someone who knows more about systems
thinking than you do. Someone who can describe how what they do relates
back to specific theories and frameworks. And if you coach in the US and don’t
like the word ‘supervisor’ find a reflective partner anyway and give him/her a
different label.
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Conscious purpose, he said,
contributes to the
escalation of conflict. Man’s
capacity to understand the
complexities of nature is
extremely limited, yet he
doesn’t recognise the
limitations of his conscious
thought.

Conclusions
Gregory Bateson didn’t think much of man’s ability to get things done.
Purposeful, pragmatic action usually results in disaster, he said, because man
constantly overestimates his capacity to understand the world around him.
Technology just makes things worse because it magnifies the impact of his
misguided actions. Conscious purpose, he said, contributes to the escalation
of conflict. Man’s capacity to understand the complexities of nature is
extremely limited, yet he doesn’t recognise the limitations of his conscious
thought. And so we watch in horror the global discourse on subjects such as
climate change, Brexit, gun control etc ...
We coaches are not external to these narratives. Many of us are exacerbating
the problem. Many of us see it as our role to help our clients move quickly to
forming a goal, then putting together plans to achieve those goals, to act with
purpose. We abdicate from any responsibility for the goals themselves, telling
ourselves that the individual coachee always has it within themselves to come
up with the answer.
At the heart of this problem lies our inability and/or reluctance, to slow down
and reflect upon the complexity of our environment. To look at the world
through a different lens. To think differently. If this is what everyone needs to
do, then we coaches need to act as role models. It is not our role to tell our
clients what to do. It is not our role to hold our clients to account to our own
personal and political agendas. But it is our role to learn to think differently,
and to develop the capacity to challenge our clients to think differently.
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